Week 14 – Border 6 – Pioneer Braid

Sew:

- Create the Pioneer Braid by following the steps below.
- The alternating color pattern is shown in the last images.

- A. With right sides together at right angles, sew two rectangles together as shown.

- B. Press as shown.

- C. Sew a third rectangle to the existing unit as shown.

- D. Press as shown.
• E. Sew a fourth rectangle to the existing unit as shown.

• F. Press as shown.

• G. Continue adding rectangles in the 12-piece alternating color pattern as shown.

• You will make 4 units that consist of 62 rectangles each.
• They will be longer than the length of each quilt side.
• You will trim them to length later.
• Your units will look like illustration G.